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In this paper it is shown that a certain class of (&l) polyhedra, which includes 
the matroid basis polytopes and the perfect matching polytopes, have graphs with 
the property that the edges, under a certain condition, belong to cycles of every 
length I > 3, and the others to cycles of every length I ) 4. This generalizes a result 
of J. A. Bondy (Discrete Math. 1 (1971), 121-138) for matroids basis polytopes. It 
is also shown that not all (O-l) polytopes have this property even if restricted to 
monotone (or lower comprehensive) polytopes. 0 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The graph G(P) of a bounded polyhedron (i.e., a polytope) is the graph 
whose nodes are the vertices of the polyhedron and which has an edge 
joining each pair of nodes for which the corresponding vertices of the 
polyhedron are adjacent, that is, joined by an edge of the polyhedron. 
We consider here polytopes whose vertices can be represented by O-l 
vectors of I?“. These polyhedra were shown [9] to have a graph which is 
hamilton connected when not a hypercube (a hamilton connected graph 
being a graph such that there exists a hamilton path linking any two vertices 
u and v). 
Bondy [5] proved that if one considers the convex hull of bases of a 
nonseparable matroid, then every edge of the graph of that polyhedron 
belongs to cycles of every length 12 3. The author proved the same result for 
the convex hull of perfect matchings of an elementary graph (a graph is 
elementary if the set of edges which belong to some perfect matching forms a 
spanning subgraph, also called factor covered by some authors). 
This paper gives a similar result for a class of polyhedra which includes 
the two preceding ones. This class will be defined in the next section, where 
the basic concepts on polyhedra with O-l valued vertices are recalled. 
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The third section contains the proof of the main theorem, together with an 
example of a (O-l) polytope not satisfying the conclusions of that theorem. 
The proof of some lemmas on properties of the product of graphs will be 
postponed until the last section. 
We end this section with a few definitions. A graph G = (V, E) is said to 
be pancyclic if it has a cycle of every length I, 3 < I ( ) VI. It is said to be 
edge-pancyclic if every edge belongs to cycles of every length I, 3 < I< ] VI. 
An edge is pancyclic (resp. almost pancyclic) if it belongs to cycles of every 
length 2 > 3 (resp. I> 4). For more details on pancyclic graphs see Bondy [3 
and 41, also Bollobas [2 Chap. 111.51. 
Throughout the paper A + B, for sets A and B will denote the union of 
sets A and B whenAnB=0. 
II. POLYHEDRA WITH O-l VALUED VERTICES 
Our notation is similar to that used in [8 and 91 from which part of this 
section is taken. 
Let E be a finite set and let {0, lJE denote the set of all O-l vectors 
indexed by E. Let X s {0, 1 }” and let conv(X) denote the convex hull of X, 
where these vectors are considered as elements of RE. It is well known that: 
(2.1) For any XL {0, 1 }” the vertices of conv(X) are precisely the 
members of X. We let G(X) denote the graph whose nodes are the members 
of X and which has an edge joining two nodes if and only if the 
corresponding vertices are adjacent on conv(X). Since two vertices of a 
polyhedron are adjacent if and only if they are the vertices of a one dimen- 
sional face, we see that: 
(2.2) u, u E X are adjacent nodes of G(X) if and only if, for every A 
satisfying 0 < A< 1, the point Lu + (1 -A) u cannot be expressed as a 
convex combination of members of X - {a, u }. 
For any U, u E X, we let A(u, v) c E denote the set of coordinates wherein 
u and v agree in value and we let D(u, v) E E denote the set of coordinates 
wherein they disagree. We let X(u, u) be the set of members of X which agree 
with u and u in all coordinates of A(u, 0). Trivially, U, v E X(U, V) and (2.2) 
can be strengthened to 
(2.3) U, u E X are adjacent nodes of G(X) if and only if there does not 
exist L satisfying 0 < 1< 1 such that the point lu + (1 - 1) v is a convex 
combination of members of X(u, u) - {u, v). 
In other words, when checking adjacency it is sufficient to consider only 
members of X which agree with u and u for all those coordinates where they 
themselves have the same value. Therefore, if D(u, V) is a minimal member 
of{D(u,x):xEX-{Iu}},wehaveX(u,u)-{u,v}=IZIandso 
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(2.4) If D(u, u) is a minimal member of {D(x, y)/x E X, 
y E X, D(x, y) # 0} then u and u are adjacent. 
It is not difficult to construct examples that show that the converse of 
(2.4) is false. For example, consider the matching polyhedron of a graph, 
two vertices of that polyhedron are adjacent if and only if the symmetric 
difference of the matchings they represent is connected (see [6]). Consider 
the graph which is a three edge path {e,f, g}. The matchings {f ) and {e, g} 
are adjacent but their symmetric difference (e,f, g) is not minimal since 
{f, g} is the symmetric difference of matching {f } and matching { g}. So the 
(O-l) polyhedra which have the following property: 
(Z7) vertices u and u are adjacent iff D(u, v) 
is a minimal member of {D(x, y) # 0/x E X, y E X) 
form a proper subset of the set of all (O-l) polyhedra. Since the adjacency 
criterion for two vertices of the convex hull of perfect matchings in a graph 
is that the symmetric difference of the two matchings they represent is an 
even cycle, this polytope has property (J7). So does the convex hull of bases 
of a matroid since two bases correspond to adjacent vertices iff their 
symmetric difference is of cardinality 2. 
From now on minimal set will stand for minimal among nonempty sets. 
This property (n) seems quite restrictive but some combinatorial polyhedra 
do not have property (ZI) when imbedded in a space of a certain dimension 
and satisfy (fl) when imbedded properly in higher dimensional spaces. This 
is the case of the d-simplex as a polyhedron in the d-dimensional space, 
which can be imbedded in the (d + 1)-dimensional space, setting the 
(d + 1)th coordinate to 1 for the point (O,..., 0) of the d-simplex, and to 0 
elsewhere. This is also the case for the polyhedron obtained by cutting off 
two opposed vertices of the cube, considered in the 3-dimensional space. The 
FIGURE 1 
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FIGURE 2 
graph of this polyhedron is given in Fig. 1. By a result of Maurer [7] this 
graph is the graph of the matroid basis polytope for some matroid, and so 
has property (n) in a higher dimensional space. Conversely, the polytope 
obtained by deleting from the cube two distance-two vertices (i.e., nonad- 
jacent but not opposed) seems impossible to imbed in a higher dimensional 
space such as to have property (fl). The graph of that polyhedron is given in 
Fig. 2. 
A quite useful relation in the sequel, where A denotes the symmetric 
difference, is 
vu, u, w  E x, D(u, w) = D(u, v) AD(v, w). (2.5) 
By definition of adjacency, if u and v E X are nonadjacent, one has: There 
exist a > 0, p > 0, ti E X - {u, v}, and yi > 0, i = l,..., p such that 
a+p=L $i yi = 1, and au + PO = $, ~14. (2.6) 
And for any ti in relation (2.6) one has 
D(u, V) = D(ti 3 U) + D(ti 3 0). (2.7) 
For any S c E and for any x E X we let x[S] = (xj: j E S). 
A hypercube is a graph isomorphic to the graph of the convex hull of 
{0, 1 }” for some set E. If ] El = d, then we say that the hypercube is of 
dimension d, see Fig. 3. It is easily verified that a d-dimensional hypercube is 
constructed by taking two copies of a (d - 1)-dimensional hypercube and 
then joining the two corresponding copies of each node. It follows that 
hypercubes are bipartite with the same number of nodes in each part, when 
the dimension is at least 1. 
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FIG. 3. d-dimensional hypercubes. 
Recall that for any S c E and for any x E X we let x[S] = (xj:j E S) and 
we let X[S] E {x[S]: xEX}. An important notion when studying O-l 
polyhedra is that of separability. We say that S GE is a separator of X if 
and only if for every x’ E X[S] and for every x” E X[E - S], the 
concatenation x of x’ and x”, defined by 
xi- xj:jE s, 
xi- xy:jEE-S 
belongs to X. In other words, the values of the coordinate positions 
corresponding to S and E - S are independent of each other. If a separator 
S satisfies 0 # S #E then we say that S is a proper separator of X. We say 
that X is nonseparable if there exists no proper separator. Otherwise, X is 
said to be separable. A component of X is a minimal nonempty separator of 
X (which is E if X is nonseparable). Clearly, the components of X provide a 
partition of E. 
Let S be a component of X and let r E ]X[S]l. We say that S is an r- 
valued component. If S is a l-valued component, then 1 S ] = 1. If S is a 2- 
valued component then X[S] consists of two complementary vectors. That is, 
X[Sl = {u, v), w  h ere ui = 0 if and only if vi = 1 for i E S. For any positive 
integer k, we say that S is >k-valued provided r > k. 
Let G, = (Vr , E,) and G, = (V,, E,) be graphs. Following the terminology 
of Berge [ 11, we say that G = (V, E) is the Cartesian sum of G, and G, if 
V= V, x V, and nodes (v,, v& and (w,, w2) E V are adjacent in G if and 
only if either v, = w, and v2 is adjacent to w2 in G2, or v2 = wt and v, is 
adjacent to w1 in G,. Since this is the only form of graph product that we 
use, we write in this case, G = G, x G,. It is easily verified that this product 
is associative under isomorphism; so if G, , G, ,..., G, are graphs we can write 
G = n,“=, G,, to denote their Cartesian sum without ambiguity. Moreover, 
we note that G, x Gz and G, x G, are isomorphic graphs, so this product is 
commutative under isomorphism. If G is an hypercube of dimension n and 
G’ another one of dimension (n - 1) then G = G’ X K,. 
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LEMMA 2.1. If S,, S, ,..., S, are the >Zvalued components of X, then 
G(X) is isomorphic to nfzl G(X[Si]). 
Proof, Easy. See [8]. 4 
Let X!z (0, l}E and let eE E. We let 
x= {xEX:x,=O} 
xi - {x E x: x, = 1). 
This defines a partition of X and unless (e) is a l-valued component of X, 
this is a proper partition. Moreover, we observe that when we “split” X by 
means of an element e, the adjacencies within G(g) and G(Xi) are the same 
as within G(X). 
LEMMA 2.2. Elements v, w E x are adjacent in G(g) if and only if 
they are adjacent in G(X). 
Proof: This is an immediate consequence of relation (2.3). 1 
A universal node of a graph is a node that is adjacent to very other node. 
We say that G is a pyramid if it contains a universal node. 
LEMMA 2.3. Every v E $ is adjacent to at least one w E Xi provided 
that this set is nonempty. Moreover if v is adjacent to exactly one w E XJ, 
then v[E-S]=w[E-S], where S is the set of coordinate of l-valued 
components of Xi. As a consequence, if either Ix I= 1 or ] Xi ] = 1 then G(X) 
is a pyramid. 
ProoJ See [8]. I 
The following Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 2.5 can be found in [9]; for the 
sake of completeness their proof will be repeated here. 
LEMMA 2.4. If XC (0, 1 }” is nonseparable and 1x1 > 3 then G(X) is 
nonbipartite. 
Proojf: We prove by induction on X. If IX]= 3 then G(X) is a triangle 
and the result is immediate. Suppose it is true whenever IX] < k (for k > 4) 
and we have IX] = k. Choose e E E. Since X is nonseparable, $ # 0 # Xj . 
If either g or Xi has a >3-valued component, then by induction the graph 
of this component is nonbipartite so by Lemma 2.1, G(g) or G(Xi) is 
nonbipartite and by Lemma 2.2, so too is G(X). So suppose that all 
components of x and of Xl are l-valued or 2-valued. If ] XI = 1 or 
1 XJ I = 1, then by Lemma 2.3, G(X) has a universal node and so cannot be 
bipartite. So we assume that each of g and Xi contains at least one 2- 
valued component. 
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Let So and S’ be the set of l-valued components of g and Xl, respec- 
tively. Suppose that whenever w  E g and x E X: are adjacent, we have 
D(w, x) z S’ n So. If there existed j E (S’ n S’)\D(w, x) then {j} would be 
a l-valued component of X, contradicting our nonseparability assumption, so 
we must have D(w, x) = S’ n So for all adjacent w  E g and x E Xi. Since, 
by Lemma 2.3, every w  E g is adjacent to some u E Xi, it follows that for 
every w  E g there exists v E Xi such that w(E\(S’ n So) = v[E\(S’ n So), 
and conversely for every v E Xi. Thus S’ n So is a 2-valued component of 
X which contradicts the nonseparability of X. 
Therefore we assume there exist adjacent w  E g and x E X: such that 
there is some 1 E D(w, x) - S’ (say). Let C be the 2-valued component of Xi 
that contains I and let X be obtained from x by switching the values indexed 
by C. Then x and J? are adjacent in G(X:), and so, by Lemma 2.2 in G(X). If 
w  and 2 are adjacent we are finished: w, x, Z are the nodes of a triangle in 
G(X). So suppose w  and X are not adjacent. Then there exist 
(u’~g:i= I,2 ,..., p}, {v’EX::j=1,2 ,..., q}, and a>O, p>O, 
(ai > 0: i = 1, 2 ,..., p), co, > 0:j = 1, 2,..., q) satisfying a+P= 1, 
By considering the coordinate indexed by e, we see that /3 = CT=, pj and 
hence a = Cii, ai. By our choice of 1, we have w, # x, so wI = X,. Therefore 
of = v{= zF1 for i = 1, 2 ,..,, p and j= 1, 2 ,..., q. Since C is a 2-valued 
component, we can, for j = 1, 2 ,..., q, obtain u” from uj by switching on the 
coordinates indexed by C, and have v” E Xi. But then aw +/Ix = 
Cf=, aid t C4=,Bjz+, contradicting the adjacency of w  and x. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If G(X) is bipartite for a set XC {0, 1)” then G(X) is 
a hypercube. 
ProuJ If X has a > 3-valued component S then G(X[S]) is nonbipartite 
by Lemma 2.4 so by Lemma 2.1, so too is G(X). If X has only l-valued and 
2-valued components, then G(X) is a hypercube. 1 
LEMMA 2.6. Let X be a nonseparable and have property (II). If both 
G(e) and G(Xi) are bipartite, then every vertex of g is adjacent to every 
vertex of Xi. 
Proo$ If either Ix I= 1 or 1X: I= 1 it is a direct consequence of 
Lemma 2.3. So assume 1x1~ 1 and IX: I# 1. Let u. E x and no E Xi be 
adjacent to u. (u. exists by Lemma 2.3). Let u, E Wi be a node adjacent to 
u,, and C = D(v,, 0,). Since G(Xi) is an hypercube, C is a 2-valued 
component of Xi. 
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If U, and V, are nonadjacent, there exist a > 0, /3 > 0, yi > 0, and 
ti~X-- {uO,uI], i= l,..., p such that: 
aU,+BV*=i Yiti, a+P= 1, i yi= 1. (2.8) 
i=l i=l 
At least one ti, say t, , belongs to XL. By definition of a 2-valued component, 
either D(t,, vi) 2 C or D(tl, v,) n C = 0. This latter case is impossible since 
e E D(u,, u,,) - D(t,, u,) implies that D(t,, ol) is a proper subset of 
D(u,, uO). So D(tl, v,) 1 C. If D(tl, v,) # C then D(t, , u,,) c D(u,, u,,) which 
is again impossible bu (n). So D(tl, 0,) = D(v,, 0,) = C and t, = u,,. Thus, 
there is only one ti which belongs to Xi, hence y1 = p and (2.8) becomes 
with i Yi=a, 
i=2 
(2.9) 
which implies that for all i = 2,..., p one has 
ti(e) = 1 if uO(e) = u,(e) = 1, 
ti(e) = 0 if uO(e) = ul(e) = 0, 
lice) = u&> if e@D(v,,v,), 
ti(e) = ? if eED(v,,v,), 
so D(ti, u,J c D(v,, ul) = C and by (ZI), D(ti, uO) = C for all i= 2 ..-p. So 
C is the union of 2-valued components of Xz. By (LI), C is a 2-valued 
component of X,” and the two values are the same as in Xi (by (n) again), 
which contradicts the nonseparability of X. Since G(Xi) is connected, one 
can prove that z+, is adjacent to every vertex of XL (no matter which a,, E g 
is chosen). 
III. THE MAIN THEOREM 
The proof of the four following propositions or lemmas is postponed to the 
last section. The product of graphs is as defined in Section 2. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If G is a hypercube of dimension n, any edge belongs 
to cycles of every even length I> 4. The same is true for any two adjacent 
edges, i.e., they belong together to cycles of every even length I> 4. If one 
excludes hamilton cycles (cycles of length 27, every e = (u, v) belongs to 
cycles of every even length 1 > 4 such that a prescribed neighbour of u is on 
none of those cycles. 
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LEMMA 3.2. If G,, G2,..., G, are edge-pancyclic graphs, then nf’=, Gj is 
also edge-pancyclic. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let G, be a hamiltonian graph and G, be an edge-pancyclic 
graph, then every edge of the type ((v, , u), (vz, u)) is almost pancyclic and 
not pancyclic and every edge of the type ((v, u,), (v, uz)) is pancyclic. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let G = nf=, G,, where Gi is either edge-pancylic or a 
hypercube. If at least one Gi is not a hypercube, then every edge of G is at 
least almost pancyclic. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let XC (0, l}E and let E = (u, v) be an edge of G(X). 
If X has property (II) and tfD(u, v) is not a 2-valued component of X, then E 
belongs to a triangle. 
Proof: If D(u, v) = E then by property (fl), X = {u, v). So we can 
assume D(u, v) # E. The proof will be by induction on 1x1. 
For 1x1 = 3 the proposition is true, since G(X) is a triangle. Assume it is 
true for all X such that (Xl < k. Let X be such that IX\= k + 1. If for some 
e E A(u, v), D(u, v) is not a 2-valued component of whichever XL contains u 
and v, then by the induction hypothesis we are done. So assume that for all 
e E A(u, v), D(u, v) is a 2-valued component of whichever of g or Xi that 
contains u and v and that E = (u, v) does not belong to any triangle. We are 
going to show that D(u, v) is then a 2-valued component of X. First we show 
that if z @ {u, v} then either D(u,z)~D(u, v) or D(u,z)nD(u, v) =0. 
Assume the contrary and let e E D(u, z)n D(u, v) and t be such that 
D(u, t) = min{D(u, w) c D(u, z): e E D(u, w)}. Since D(u, v) - D(u, z) # 0, 
t # v and by property (n), u and t are adjacent. If v and t are not adjacent, 
then by relation (2.6) 
P 
au +/3t= 1 yiti. 
i=l 
(3.1) 
D(u, t) d D(u, v) by property (17) but also because it would contradict the 
fact that D(u, v) is a 2-valued component of Xf” 3 {u, v, t} with fE A(u, V) 
and 6 E {0, 1 } (Note that property (ZZ) is hence not necessary at this point). 
Let f E D(u, t) - D(u, v) and assume that for i E { l,...,j <p} = 
119ti[fl=v[fl in relation (3.1) (we know at least one ti has this property). 
One trivially has Ci= 1 yi = a and ti E Xj 3 {u, v}, for i <j, so, since D(u, v) 
is a 2-valued component of Xj, let f[ E X be the element obtained from ti by 
taking the other value on each position of D(u, v). One gets 
au+@= i y{fi+ 5 YitiT 
i=l i=j+ 1 
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contradicting the adjacency of u and t, which proves the assertion that either 
D(u, z) 1 D(u, 0) or D(u, z) n D(u, u) = 0 for all z GZ {u, v}. 
Assume that z agrees with u and v on some position. Let j be that 
position. Then for 6 = 0 or 1, {u, Y, z) c Xj and since by hypothesis D(u, V) 
is a 2-valued component of XT, P defined as above is also in X. 
So the case of at most two elements of X has to be solved, z * and z* *, if 
they exist such that 
D(u, z *) + D(u, u) = E and D(v, z* *) + D(u, v) = E. 
If both exist or none, we are done, since if they both exist D(z*, z* *) = 
D(u, u) and D(u, v) is hence a 2-valued component of X. So assume only one 
exists, say z*. Let t be any element of X - {u, v, z* } which agrees with u on 
any position of D(u, V) (we know that they agree or disagree on all positions 
of D(u, v)), so D(u, t) n D(u, V) = 0 and A(z*, t) - D(u, u) = D(u, t) # 0. If 
no such t exists then X,” = {v} for 6 = 0 or 1 and Xi-” = {u, z*}. Then by 
Lemma 2.3, u, u, z* is a triangle. Let j E D(u, t) and so, t being defined as 
earlier, {t, c z*} c Xj” for 6 = 0 or 1. If D(t, f) = D(u, v) was a 2-valued 
component of Xjs then z * * would exist, so by induction hypothesis the edge 
(t, i) belongs to a triangle, and the only possible way is that it contains z*. 
Now D(z*, F) contains D(u, V) properly which gives a contradiction to 
property (n). This ends the proof but note that we just proved that z* is 
adjacent to every vertex other than u and u. The following justifies this 
remark. 
Remark 3.6. Considering the main result of [9] which states that all 
(O-l) polytopes have a graph which is either a hypercube or hamilton 
connected, it was not unreasonable to raise the question whether 
Proposition 3.5 and the following main theorem remain true if property (n) 
is deleted. Property (n) has been used as little as possible in the previous 
proof to give us insight to a possible counterexample. The following example, 
displayed in Fig. 4, shows that Proposition 3.5 is not true for all (O-l) 
polytopes. One has {u + +z = +(lOOO) + $(OOlO) and obviously v is not 
adjacent to any vertex of the top level other than U. Also, since 
f= (1011) &X, D(u, v) is not a 2-valued component, but (u, v) does not 
belong to a triangle. 
A monotone or lower comprehensive (O-l) polytope is one such that if 
u E X then u < u implies u E X. The preceding example is that of a 
monotone polytope, so Proposition 3.5 need not be valid without property 
(n) for all monotone polytopes. 
Remark 3.7. The converse of Proposition 3.5 is obviously true, that is, if 
D(u, v) is a 2-valued component of X, then E = (u, v) does not belong to a 
triangle. This is a consequence of Lemma 2.1. 
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LEMMA 3.8. Let u and v be two adjacent vertices of a set XC { 0, 1 }” 
which satisfies property (l7). Let e E D(u, v) and assume u E g and v E Xi. 
If neither [xl= 1 nor 1 Xi I= 1 then there exists u’ adjacent to u in G(g) 
and v’ adjacent to v in G(X:) such that u’ and v’ are adjacent (see Fig. 5). 
Proo$ Let U’ E J$ and v’ E Xi be such that 
D(u, u’) U D(v, v’) - D(u, u) 
= min{D(u, s) U D(v, t) - D(u, v): s adjacent 
to u in .8$ and t adjacent to v in Xi}. (3.2) 
To help the reader in the sequel, Fig. 6 sketches the different D(x, y) that are 
going to be used. If u’ and v’ are not adjacent, then there exist 
a>O,p>O,a,>O, si~e,i=l ,..., p;pj>O, tjEX:,j=l,...,ksuchthat 
a+J3=C~=,a,+C~=,/3j=1 and 
k 
au’ + pv’ = 2 aisi + xj=, pjtj. 
i=l 
(3.3) 
FIGURE 5 
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FIGURE 6 
We first prove that for all j = l,..., k, D(tj, u’) - (D(u, U) U D(u, u’)) = 0, 
i.e., C{ = 0 in Fig. 6. If not, D(tj, v) - (D(u, u)U D(u, u’)) 5 D(u, u’) - 
(D(u, u) u D(u, u’)), so if r is such that D(< u) = min{D(r, u): z E XJ and 
D(z, u) c D(tj, u)}, it is adjacent to u and using t” instead of u’ contradicts 
relation (3.2). 
For all i, D(s,, u’) - (D(u, u) U D(u, u’)) = D(u’, u’) - (D(u, u)U 
D(u, u’)) = K, i.e., Ci = 0 in Fig. 6. If not, since D(s,, u’) - 
(D(u, u) u D(u, u’)) = D(s,, U) - (D(u, u) U D(u, u’)) if s’ is such that 
D(s’, U) = min(D(z, u): z E g and D(z, u) s D(s,, u)) it is adjacent to u and 
contradicts relation (3.2). 
Let us prove that for all j, D(tj, u’) n K = 0. Since Kc D(s,, u’) for all i 
and since if fE K and u’[f] = 1 then si[f] = u’[f] = 0 for all i, we have 
that tj[f] = 1 for all j, in order to attain the value p in that component in the 
right-hand side of relation (3.3). IffE K and u’[f] = 0, Si[f] = u’[f] = 1 
for all i, so rj[ f ] = 0 for all j in order to attain value a in that component in 
the right-hand side of relation (3.3). 
But then D(tj, u’) c D(u, u), which contradicts the adjacency of ZA and u 
since e E D(u, u) - D(cj, u’). Hence U’ and u’ are adjacent. 
Remark 3.9. Lemma 3.8 does not require nonseparability of X. 
We now state the main theorem: 
THEOREM 3.10. Let XC (0, l}E have property (IQ. If G(X) is 
nonbipartite then an edge E = (u, u) is pancyclic if D(u, u) is not a 2-valued 
component of X and almost pancyclic in the contrary. 
Proof: The proof will be by induction on IX]. If IX] < 3 then the result is 
immediate, so suppose (XI = k > 4 and that the result is true for all values of 
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]X] smaller than k. We assume that X has no l-valued component, for these 
can be eliminated without changing G. 
If X is separable then it is easily verified that for each component S, X[S] 
is a combinatorial set with property (Z7). Therefore using the induction 
hypothesis, Lemmas 2.1 and 3.3, together with Proposition 2.5 one gets the 
desired result for G(X). So assume X is nonseparable. Let e E D(u, v). If 
either IX,” I= 1 or ]Xi ] = 1, then by Lemma 2.3 G(X) is a pyramid and the 
result is trivial, so from now on we suppose that ]g 1 > 2 and ]X: I > 2. If 
G(Xi) is bipartite for i = 0 and i = 1, then the result is an easy consequence 
of Lemma 2.6 since XL has property (n), so assume that at least one G(XL), 
i = 0, 1, is nonbipartite, say G(Xi). Set 2 = I, + I, with I,, > 2 even, I, > 2. Let 
U’ and V’ be as in Lemma 3.8. If 1, # 2 (resp. 1, # 2 and 3), let Cp, (resp. C:,) 
be a cycle of length 1, in G(g) (resp. I, in G(Xi)) containing (u, u’) (resp. 
(v, 0’)). Note that Ct exists by Proposition 3.1 and Ci, by the induction 
hypothesis. 
If 12 6 we can assume that I, > 4, then 
z-= cyo - {(% 0) + c:, - {(UT 0) t {(UT u), (u’, 01 
z-= (04 u’), (u, u), (u’, 0) + c:, - {(b 01 
is a cycle of length 1 containing E = (u, u). 
if I, # 2, 
if I, = 2, 
If I= 4 the result is trivial, so we now consider the last case: I = 5. The 
problem is that (u, u’) may not belong to a triangle in G(Xl). By 
Proposition 3.5, E belongs to a triangle T. One edge of that triangle, say r,r, 
lies in a G(Xi) for i = 0 or 1. If IX:] > 4, by induction or because G(XL) is a 
hypercube, q belongs to a 4-cycle C (in G(XL)). The cycle I’= C t T - (q} 
is a 5-cycle containing E. The case ]XL] = 2 is the only case left since if 
IX:] = 3 this G(Xi) is a triangle. By the hypothesis that G(X:) is 
nonbipartite, one has Ix]= 2, also u and u’ can be assumed to be nonad- 
jacent, else the triangle T = (u, u, u’) would give us the result. 
If (u, u’) does not belong to a triangle in Xi, D(u, u’) is a 2-valued 
component of Xi. Since u and u’ are nonadjacent there exist (r > 0, /I > 0, 
Pr > 0, and li E Xi, i = l,..., I such’that a tp= 1, /I=C&, and 
au +/?U’ = au’ t i Plfi7 
i=l 
and by relation (2.7), D(ti, U) t D(ti, u’) = D(u, u’). Since D(u, u’) is a 2- 
valued component of Xi, either D(ti, u’) I> D(u, u’) or D(ti, u’) n 
D(u, u’) = 0. In the latter case D(ti, u’) c D(u, u) which, by (n), contradicts 
the adjacency of u and u. In the former case D(ti, U) c D(u, u), which 
implies that ti = u for all i and one gets 
au +/3u'=az4 t/3u, 
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which implies that U’ and u are not adjacent. But U’ and v must be adjacent 
since (u, u) belongs to a triangle. So this case is impossible. 1 
Let X be the set of incidence vectors of the bases of a matroid M. Since 
two bases B, and B, are adjacent if and only if 1 B, AB, I= 2, property (n) is 
satisfied. So we have 
COROLLARY 3.11. (Bondy [5]). Let M be a matroid in which not all 
components are 1 or 2-valued and let B, B, be an edge of G(X) then: 
(i) if B,AB, is a component of M, B,B, is almost pancyclic but not 
pancyclic; 
(ii) if B, AB, is not a component of M, B, B, is pancyclic. 
Let X be the set of incidence vectors of the perfect matchings of a graph 
G. A l-valued component consists of an edge which belongs to every perfect 
matching or to none. Let I? be the set of those edges. A 2-valued component 
is given by the set of edges of a component of G - E” which is a cycle. Two 
perfect matchings M, and 44, are adjacent if and only if M, AM, is a cycle, 
so X satisfies (n). Thus 
COROLLARY 3.12. Let H be a graph, let X be the set of representative 
vectors of perfect matchings of H, and let M, M, be an edge of G(X). If every 
component of X is not 1 or 2-valued, then: 
li) if M,AM, is the edge set of a cycle, which is a component of 
G - E, M,M, is almost pancyclic but not pancyclic; 
(ii) otherwise M,M, is pancyclic. 
IV. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.1 AND LEMMAS 3.2-3.4 
LEMMA 4.1. Let G, = (V,, E,) be an edge-pancyclic graph, G, = C, a 
cycle of length p, then G = G, x G, is such that every edge of type 
((u,, uJ, (u,, 0,)) is pancyclic and those of type ((u,, v,), (u,, uz)) are almost 
pancyclic and not pancyclic (except if p = 3, in which case they are 
pancyclic). 
Proof: Let e, and e2 be two edges of G as shown in Fig. 7. 
Consider the subgraph of G induced by G, X {e,} = G, x K,. As pointed 
out in Lemma 2 of [5], every edge like e, is pancyclic in G, X K, and every 
edge like e, is almost pancyclic but not pancyclic. So e, belongs to cycles of 
every length 1, 3 < 1 Q 2n,, and e, to cycles of every length 1, 4 < I< 2n,. 
Let KL,..*,p be a family of paths of G, of length t (number of vertices 
on r,), each containing e2 and such that r, I> r,-, for every t > 3. These r, 
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FIGURE I 
will be identified with the subgraphs of G, which they induce. We now 
consider the family of subgraphs of G consisting of the different G, x I-,, 
t > 2. For t = 2 it was shown that every edge like e, is pancyclic and every 
edge like e, is almost pancyclic but not pancyclic. Assume that this is true 
up to t = k. Let C: (resp. Ci) be a hamilton cycle of G, X r, containing e, 
(resp. ez). These exist by the induction hypopthesis. The vertices of 
G, x r,+, which are not vertices of G, X r, induce a subgraph G:+ ’ 
isomorphic to G,. The neighbours of those vertices in G, x r, induce 
another subgraph G: isomorphic to G, (see Fig. 8). The vertices of G: and 
Gf+’ induce a subgraph of G, X I’,, , isomorphic to G, x K,. Let Ek be an 
edge of C: (resp. C:) contained in G: and ek+’ the corresponding edge of 
Gkt ‘. Since we can assume t > 2, Zk can always be chosen different from e, . 
Sihce by hypothesis G, is edge-pancyclic it is now trivial to build a cycle of 
length I, kn, + 2 f l< (k + 1) n,. To obtain a cycle of length kn, + 1 one 
must use a cycle of length kn, - 1 of G X rk instead of a hamilton cycle. 
The proof of Lemma 4.1 is hence obtained by induction. 
LEMMA 3.2. If G, , G, ,..., GP are edge pancyclic, then ns= 1 Gi is also 
edge-pancyclic. 
k G, 
Gk+l 
1 
e2 
-- O-0 l ,=l - - l GIXrk+l 
FIGURE 8 
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Pro@ Since the Cartesian sum is associative one may restrict the proof 
to the case p = 2. Assume e = ((u,, vJ, (t(*, u,)) and let C, be a hamilton 
cycle of G,. The graph G, x C, is a subgraph of G, x G, in which e is 
pancyclic by Lemma 4.1. I 
LEMMA 3.3. Let G, be a hypercube and G, be an edge pancyclic graph, 
then every edge of the type ((v,, u), (v2, u)) is almost pancyclic and not 
pancyclic, and every edge of the type ((v, ul), (v, u,)) is pancyclic. 
Proof: This is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let G = fi Gi, where Gi is either edge-pancyclic or a 
i=l 
hypercube. If at least one Gi is not a hypercube, then every edge of C is at 
least almost pancyclic. 
ProoJ Since G, x G, = G, x G, and since the Cartesian sum is 
associative let G, be the sum of the pancyclic graphs, G, be the sum of the 
hypercubes. Since G, is pancyclic by Corollary 4.2 and G, is hamiltonian 
the result follows directly from Lemma 4.1. 1 
We now end with 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let E be such that 1 E I= n, then G is the graph 
of X, = (0, 1)“. Two elements x and y of X, are adjacent if and only if 
ID@, y)J = 1. The subscript on X will be omitted from now on. 
For n = 2, Proposition 3.1 is trivially true since G N 4-cycle. Assume it is 
true for n = k - 1 and let G be a k-dimensional hypercube. Let E = (u, v) and 
E= (u, w) be two adjacent edges of G. By the adjacency criterion on X,, the 
set A(u, v, w) of components on which u, v, and w  agree, is nonempty. Let 
e EA(u, v, w), then G(q) N G(Xi) N (k - 1)-dimensional hypercube. 
Suppose u, v, w  E g. Since G(g) N G(Xi), for each vertex t of G(q) we 
will denote by t’ the vertex of G(Xi) adjacent to t. 
First we prove that E and E’ belong together to a hamilton cycle of G. By 
induction hypothesis there exists a hamilton cycle Co in G(x) containing E 
and Z. Let t, and t, be two consecutive vertices of Co such that c, or t, is 
different from u, U, and w. Let C’ be any hamilton cycle of G(Xi) containing 
the edge (t;, t;), then C = Co + C’ - (t, , t2) - (ti, ti) + (t,, ti) + (t2, ti) is a 
hamilton cycle containing E and E. 
We now prove that there exist cycles of every length 1, 4 < I < 2k - 2 
containing E and E’ and not containing u’, and this will end the proof of 
Proposition 3.1 (see Fig. 9). 
For I,< 2k-’ it is a consequence of the induction hypothesis because the 
cycles may be taken in G(g). For 1> 2k-1, let C’ be a hamilton cycle of 
G(XJ) containing E’ = (u’, v’) and El’ = (u’, w’). Suppose C, = (u’, ti = 
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G (X:1 G(X;) 
FIGURE 9 
v’, t; ).,,, t;, t;+ 1 )...) t;k-,-, = w’, u’). The following set of cycles defined 
recursively by 
r* = C’ - E’ - ? + E + E’+ (iv, w’) + (0, u’) 
=*,=~2,-2-(tSp,tip+,)+(f2p,t2p+1)+(t*p,tSp) 
+(t t’ ) Zptl' 2Pfl for 2<~<2~-~- 1 
is such that r,, is of length 2k-’ $ 2p and does not contain u’. 
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